Passamaquoddy People

March 28, 2005

Who Take Care of the Land
Want to leave Sipayik intact with a healthy environment and an economy that is sustainable to human and non-human life as a legacy for our grandchildren.

Want appropriate environmental, social and health assessments taken before any development is planned.

Want to protect the rights of our descendents and the life of Passamaquoddy Bay and its surrounding area and people.

Want Sipayik to flourish with Passamaquoddy values as our guide and teacher.

Want anything that is harmful to the welfare of Sipayik People to be excluded in our lives. (Banishment was used in times past.)

Want the care of Sipayik land holdings to mirror respect of the Earth as the source of all life and affirm the rights of human and non-human rights.

We Oppose An LNG Facility
Because it will almost irreversibly change our community: socially, environmentally, and psychologically.

Because no person or entity can absolutely assure human or technological safety.

Because LNG is the most combustible fuel source posing the greatest risk to humans and the environment.

We Ask The Perry Voters
To honor the 1986 binding agreement which was enacted in good faith.

To adhere to their values which have sustained them: independence and integrity.

To consider the impact of traffic in the surrounding waters and how it will affect recreation and commercial use if LNG prevails.

To learn how much corporate ‘welfare’ will be given to the supporters and investors of LNG and the short-term financial benefits the surrounding areas will receive.

To recall the lack of transparency and accountabiliy to the surrounding areas when LNG first became news.

To consider the lack of respect of our intelligence and creativity to have outside influences determine what is best for us.

Vote YES on March 28, Reject LNG.